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FROM THE EDITOR We are on the web!! - www.ncgt.org We have made a great leap
forward. As some of you are already aware, the improved financial situation of our group has made it
possible to set up our own website, www.ncgt.org, just recently. We thank our colleagues for their continuing
enthusiastic support and encouragement; without their selfless support this would not have been achieved.
All future issues will be posted on this website starting from this number. All readers are asked to download
files through this site. Based on the opinions of editorial members, we decided to protect the two latest
issues by a password which will be unique for each issue and will be sent by e-mail to all current subscribers
when a new issue appears. But all back issues are accessible without a password. The creation of the NCGT
website will bring us multiple benefits. We will surely see a dramatic increase in the number of readers due
to the easy accessibility of the current and back issues. The website allows our journal to be disseminated
rapidly to all corners of the globe while eliminating our time-consuming e-mailing effort to several hundred
individuals and organizations. We will keep improving the design and quality of the site to meet professional
standards. *************** This issue is full of papers relevant to the global climate and natural disasters.
Peter James discusses the evidence for “Earth wobbles” and their effect on climate change – global warming
and cooling. His arguments are comprehensive and deserve attention by wide scientific communities. continued on the next page
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